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The Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) is  
a form of assessment that recognises skills  
and knowledge gained through:

•  formal training conducted by industry  
or education 

• work experience 
• life experience

The main principle of RPL focuses on the 
outcomes rather than how, when or where  
the learning occurred. It gives you credit for  
the skills and knowledge you acquired at  
work and home, or through; clubs, hobbies, 
and other activities.

Anyone can apply - however, a reasonable 
amount of experience in the area of their 
chosen course is expected from a successful 
applicant. Life skills, if relevant to the course, 
can also earn credits.

What is your situation?
If you are continuing from secondary school 
or have limited work or life experience, you 
should consider your claim for RPL carefully 
before applying. 

If you are a mature age student with relevant 
experience, your skills are likely to have some 
value for credit through RPL.

If you have qualifications or skills from  
another institute or training provider, you  
may gain credits.

The process
The RPL process involves building a portfolio of 
evidence, and undertaking a final assessment 
with a TLC Learning assessor.

1.    Contact TLC Learning for information on 
what to include in your portfolio and how  
to structure it.

2.    Submit your portfolio of evidence and book 
a time for an assessment.

3.   Pay the applicable RPL fee
4.   Undertake a practical demonstration of your 

skills with an RPL Assessor.
5.    Complete a final interview with an  

RPL Assessor.

If you are considering applying for RPL, you 
will already have a portfolio of evidence 
to demonstrate that you have acquired the 
necessary knowledge and skills.

These may include:

1.  your resume
2.    certified copies of certificates of completed 

courses and qualifications
3.  awards (originals, not copies)
4.    references from employers outlining your 

responsibilities 
5.  letters from clients
6.  evaluations from supervisors
7.  job descriptions

Note: This process can take up to 1-2 months 
depending on how long it takes for you to 
gather all of the relevant evidence. For this 
reason it is recommended that you continue  
to attend your classes as scheduled until you 
are advised by an assessor that you have  
a successful RPL result.

Getting started
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